
 
Isle of Arran, Scotland in Miniature 

 

Sail on a ferry across the Clyde, 

Scotland in miniature you surely will find 

 

Explore different mountains with spectacular views, 

it’s an uplifting feeling you never do lose 

 

Tickle your senses with a taste of pure Arran, 

island food made with love, care and real passion 

 

Quench your thirst, with island whisky or gin, 

or beer from the brewery, it’s never a sin 

 

If you love tee time, seven golf courses to try, 

the finest scenery in Scotland, no word of a lie 

 



 
Brodick 

 

Arriving in Brodick, mountain peaks you will see, 

Goat Fell is the tallest, standing proud and so free 

 

A baronial castle peeks out from the trees, 

jump on to the bus, go explore, it’s a breeze 

 

Mini golf is such fun, laugh out loud when you can, 

all ages will love this 18 hole land 

 

A stroll through Glen Rosa, towering mountains all round, 

soak it all in, this magical land you have found 

 

Deep pools of blue water so tempting to swim, 

or slip off your shoes and dip your feet in 

 



 

  

Corrie 
 

A village with two harbours, Viking ship in the port, 

layers of red sandstone form part of this coast 

 

Carved in the red rock, a deep bath you will see, 

filling with water from the waves crashing free 

 

The doctor once used this for his salt water therapy, 

healing the body, removing negative energy 

 

 

 

 

Sannox 
 

Step on to the square stones, over the fast flowing burn, 

to a beach that is curved where the waves ripple in 

 

Two lush glens of Sannox, rugged mountains aplenty, 

fresh mountain water meanders beside you 

 

Gliding shadows on the mountains will catch your eye, 

like a time lapse in motion formed by clouds in the sky 

 



 

  

Lochranza 
 

Long winding roads through the mountains are bliss, 

head north to Lochranza, a picture postcard it is 

 

If the mountains aren’t hiding in the clouds when you pass, 

you might see the warrior asleep on his back 

 

Find the purest of water with a hike up the glen, 

Loch na Davie’s the source where whisky magic begins 

 

The distillery will pull you for a wee whisky measure, 

or walk round the coastline, a geological treasure 

 

Wander the ruins of a castle that’s lost, 

touch the cold walls, feel the life that once was 

 

Red deer and sheep linger munching evergreen grass, 

they love where they live, say hello as you pass 



 

  

Catacol 
 

Once Fishermen’s cottages, twelve joined in a row, 

windows shaped differently to show a candle-lit glow 

 

Wives would send signals to their loved ones at sea, 

come home now darling, it’s time for your tea 

 

 

Pirnmill 
 

Named after a pirn mill where bobbins were made, 

with views to Kintyre across the ocean’s blue shade 
 

Coire Fhionn Lochan shares a white gravel beach, 

A bubble-like place between the mountains you’ll reach 
 

You see, it’s not just the mountains that leave you in awe, 

the Lochans that lie in between will anaw 
 

 

Imachar 
 

Sand, pebbles and rocks, changing coastline all round, 

the geology on Arran is unique you will find 
 

Imachar, with its grey canyon-like beach, 

rock formations so strange, enchantingly unique 



 

  

Machrie 
 

Machrie Moor is real special with stones that stand tall, 

eighteen feet is the tallest, it will make you feel small 

 

What were they used for? How deep do they stand? 

Ponder a while in this remarkable land 

 

A tangible silence with mysterious stories to tell, 

imagine the lives of the people as well 

 

Humans before us are still there in spirit, 

listen, touch, feel the history within it 

 

Historical treasures scattered all over this moor, 

with sunrise and sunset bringing a mystical allure 

 



 

 

Blackwaterfoot 
 

Create your own footprints on a golden sandy beach, 

Drumadoon Point, an Iron Age Fort you will reach 

 

Standing before you, cliffs stretching high, 

60 million years old the land there does lie 

 

Explore the King's Cave where the Bruce may have hidden, 

with the spider’s old story, keep trying, don’t give in 

 
 

Lagg 
 

Jump back in time, Lagg is old-worldly, 

with an old coaching inn where the draw is unearthly 
 

The Kilmory water splashes and roars, 

runs under a bridge following its course 
 

This now Torrylinn water has not far to flow,  

follow its sound through the woodlands you go 
 

Trees whisper around you, a fresh breathing space,  

reach Torrylin cairn, a final resting place 
 

A long sandy beach, changing coastline to wander, 

you’ll wish you had time to stay a bit longer 



 

 

Welcome home 
 

In times that are past home brewing was rife, 

legal, illicit, was part of south island life 
 

Arran water was smuggled to the land of the shire, 

best water around, a new taste to acquire 
 

Hunting time has begun for a second distillery, 

Lagg has been chosen for a new rich peated whisky 
 

A fertile lush land, rolling hills there do lie, 

Golden fields of barley, swaying as it thrives 
 

Sitting high near the coastline you may hear the waves, 

gaze across the ocean to the rock Ailsa Craig 
 

Shiny stills that are copper are the heart of this place, 

casks will be filled, left to breathe, mature, then taste 
 

This single malt in the making will be earthy and pure, 

the Master Distiller will nose, sip, swirl, just to make sure 
 

A toast to the peated, southern home for the new, 

a place where the angels won’t share ‘some’ with you 
 

Islanders are spirited, bringing whisky home again, 

Arran, this magical island, is making new friends 



 

   

Kildonan 
 

Walking the coastline from Lagg to Kildonan, 

you’ll pass the Black Cave if the tide isn’t flowing in 

 

A Jurassic feel coastline leaves an imprint in your heart, 

the south of the island is a beautiful fact 

 

A home for the seals where they bask on their dykes, 

don’t get too close you might give them a fright 

 

The lighthouse on Pladda guides ships out at sea, 

Ailsa Craig in the distance, a bird sanctuary 

 

 



 

   

Whiting Bay 
 

Old chambered tombs stand alone on a hill, 

a strange kind of peacefulness gives you a chill 

 

If you hear the sound of water falling, 

Glenashdale Falls in the woods is calling 

 

Step on to the platform, walk up to the edge 

feast your eyes on this wonder, magic of water, at its best 

 

Pause for a while, soak in the view, 

take a deep breath and listen to you 

 

Lamlash 
 

A loch high in the hills, discover the Urie 

A strenuous hike mixing woodlands and moorlands 
 

With no human in sight feel a sense of alone, 

take a sip from your flask to warm body and soul 
 

An island view from an island, rises up from the sea, 

the animals who live there are wild and born free 
 

A spiritual retreat where life flows more slowly, 

relax and feel calm on this Isle that is holy 
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Leaving Arran 
 

Arran spirit is everywhere on this magical land, 

Scotland in miniature from lowlands to highlands 

 

When it's time to go home try not to feel sad, 

the island will be there when you decide to come back 

 

Step on to the ferry, sit out on the stern, 

raise your hand, wave farewell, to your new found friend 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


